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The complete idiot's guide to chess

Think about your favorite board games. When you were a kid, Troughs and Ladders or Candyland may have been at the top of the list, but you quickly pass drawing a card and moving forward on the board. Then you took up Monopoly. It's fun, but it may never end; and there are many pieces. Pictionary, Trivial Pursuit and Apple to Apple make great party
games, but you need a team to make it really fun. Scrabble is challenging, but there are only so many ways to use X and Q tiles; and there's always a player who makes words. The odds are, most families have classic 3-in-1 combo sets of chess, chess and backgammon, complete with a reverse game table and a chess package and chess figures. Each
game, with a history dating back hundreds of years and across multiple cultures, has resisted the test of time, but chess stands out as perhaps the perfect game. There are not too many pieces, only two can play, and the win is different each time. To succeed in chess, you just need to understand the game and play with enough frequency to be able to
improve your strategy. Moreover, chess is a great equal set. Sure it's played in luxurious living rooms and discreet libraries, but more often you'll find it played by old and young, wealthy and poor people in public parks, cafes and even hotel banquet rooms where hundreds of people compete at the same time. In addition, the basic strategies of chess are
lessons that can lead to success in life. Chess Champion Orinn Hudson, a former state police officer, uses chess to teach at-risk children the lessons of life. Through his foundation Be Someone, he taught more than 20,000 children not only how to play games but also how to apply the rules to their lives. He sees chess as a valuable way for children to
develop critical thinking skills. When teaching chess to children, Hudson reminds them that they all have the same resources (16 pieces of games); success is how you use them. Chess is full of moves on the right. Learning to play it also takes time and patience, but once you understand the role of each piece and learn to think strategically, you will
understand the long-term appeal of the game. Before we talk about what the right chess move is, let's look at the history of the game. When I'm not deeply involved in innovation, I like chess. Earlier this year, I started a chess blog as part of my own chess improvement plan. Well, I got a comment last week reminding me that I have not posted on my other
blog for a while. Regret! Of course, my CEO is delighted by this because he feels my game is getting stronger. He may be right - especially these days. While businesses are doing very well, it cares more and feeds in the current economic climate than in the past, a fact reflected in my work schedule. Of course this adds attention to innovation doesn't mean I
don't have the opportunity to practice chess thinking. There are many similarities between the world of innovation and chess. You can only see a lot of moves ahead There are many factors that affect the business situation and you will never be able to fully show them all. Because of this, you can never implement plans that will not need adjustments from time
to time. This does not mean that you should not plan; You absolutely must. However, you need to review the situation on a regular basis and determine if your plans are still the right one. Are market conditions still the same? Is the breakthrough you've been considering still relevant? Is a competitor changing the landscape? Is there a disruptive threat
emerging right on the horizon? Strategy and tactics are equally important A large plan is made poorly as well as ineffective as a series of unsym linked activities around a plan. It may seem pretty obvious, but I've seen many people fail to innovate (and chess) because they focus only on one direction of implementation. This is a fundamentally flawed
approach. Strategy and tactics are like the yin and yang of innovation. They balance and play together. You need to have a vision of where you want to go if you plan to get there. You also need to have the innovation skills necessary to navigate the path to where you want to go. Bring your entire game, or go home to innovate and chess is cruel to not
commit. There are many skills that you have to bring to the table to deliver on successful innovation. If you have a weakness in your game, you will be punished for it. It's not enough to have an idea- the idea is cheap. The difference between winning and losing in innovation is realization. Do you join your entire value distribution network to maximize the
potential of your innovation efforts? Are you using innovation best practice methods to ensure that you are providing the optimal expression of your concept to the market? Is your innovation process enabled to achieve this best possible distribution in the most efficient way? Think proactively not to react to Playing positive games. Whether in business or
chess, it's never comfortable when your competitors have momentum. Turn the tables by putting the finished into defense. Futurist Daniel Burrus advises to identify your most pressing problem and ignore it. On the surface that may sound odd, but there is great wisdom in this proposal. Your most pressing problem is usually a response to yesterday's
problem. By the time you answered, it was too late. The cost of that late reaction is the opportunity to get ahead of the curve by creating game-changing innovations that will put you ahead of the pack. Real make perfect When you play a lot, your game becomes sharper; more; You didn't play while, you felt rusty. For companies that plan to succeed in
innovation, the message is clear. You can't expect to resuscitate your innovation abilities when you feel an urgent need. You must build a sustainable innovation program that makes the practice of innovation a part of what you do every day. People are checking for problems all the time. Each one of these issues represents an opportunity to strengthen the
skills of innovation. Provide culture, processes, and infrastructure so your employees can hone their innovation capabilities, and you'll see significant improvements in creating the value your organization achieves. As you can see, chess and innovation are very similar. No matter what arena you're in, my best advice is to always play to win. The following
information is a unique lesson in a larger Tinkercad project. Check out this and many projects on Tinkercad.Project Overview: Interesting lessons designed for those with advanced beginners – intermediate Tinkercad skills and assumptions you are a rock star and already know how to create, move, sort, scale, group, rotate and group objects. These lessons
will not include specific instructions on how to perform these tasks. For example, a lesson would provide a high-level guide like creating a box with sizes X, Y and Z and assumptions you know how to do it. Detailed instructions on the new concepts are included but the previous concepts are summarized. If you need to foster on the Foundation Tinkercad
skills, we encourage you to review the Let's Learn Tinkercad project. Chess is a worldwide recognized game. Dozens of cultures have made this game and transformed works to fit their own history, from marble characters influenced by Aztec art, to the latest and greatest sci-fi movie! However, the most iconic set is the Staunton design, designed and sold in
1849! This design has elegant curves, extensive, facial features, and primitive shapes as well. These features make staunton Chess Set an exciting, but accessible challenge for Tinkercad! GuideContinue to the next step. The bodies of Staunton pieces have a very elegant but complex curve for them. This feature is the most difficult of the shapes to produce,
but because it is the body of the piece, we need to make it first. Fortunately, it is actually quite simple to make this shape. InstructionsSet the Snap grid to 0.5mmDrag a cylinder for workplane and extend the height of the cylinder to 25mm. Pull a thick torus into the aircraft and resize the torus so that it is 36mm in diameter and 50mm high. Change the torus to
a hole and use the alignment tool centered between both shapes along the X and Y axes. Continue to the next step. This step will create loops starting from the bottom. You've created the very bottom ring slowly Shape. This step will create a thick ring above. GuideDrag half sy rye to Workplane and change height to 4 mm.Raise this half 1.5mm rye off of
workplane. Drag a sy ball to work and change the height to 3 mm.Align the shapes to pawn along the X and Y axis and group all shapes. Continue to the next step. Now, let's create a small right-angle step just above the base. GuideDrag out a cylinder shape to workplane and resize it to 16mm in diameter and 5mm tall. Use the alignment tool to focus this
new cylinder with the fine off-line along the X and Y axis. Continue to the next step. Finally, the good one needs a collar and a head. Because we need to worry about protrusion when designing for 3DP, we will use a cone with a slope of 45 ° to create our collar. GuideDrag out a cone to workplane and resize it to 14mm in diameter and 7mm tall. Rotate the
cone to the Y-axis 180° so it points downwards. Use the Align tool to center the cone with the good one along the X and Y axis and reach the upper limit on the Z axis. Translate the systical axis along the Z axis into 23mm above the workplane, and then use the Align tool to center the 6th and fine offes along the X and Y axes. Happy! Pawn your chess now
ready to print!! Continue to the next step. All the overhang on this design was done with 3D printing in mind. Because these protrusions are built at a 45° angle, you do not need supporting materials. GuideDrag out a cone to workplane and resize it to 14mm in diameter and 7mm tall. Rotate the cone to the Y-axis 180° so it points downwards. Use the Align
tool to center the cone with the good one along the X and Y axis and reach the upper limit on the Z axis. Translate the systical axis along the Z axis into 23mm above the workplane, and then use the Align tool to center the 6th and fine offes along the X and Y axes. Happy! Pawn your chess now ready to print!! Continue to the next step. In the next lesson, you
will learn how to make a die! Next Lesson:Numbering Die Die
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